DictStats

Assembled on July 15, 2016 using the tools in /Users/hutchins/Documents/workspace/TrobriandDictionary/src/utils.py

Number of main entry headings: 4051
Some of these do not have a pos= line. They are mostly simple cross-references.

Number of separate part of speech entries: 4304. Of these, 372 are prefaced by a '×' character, meaning they are additional pos= entries. That makes 4304 − 372 = 3932 discrete words, of which fewer than 372 serve as multiple parts of speech.

Found 1735 instances of n
Found 168 instances of n1
Found 211 instances of n2
Found 215 instances of n3

Found 17 instances of pron

Found 2054 instances of v
Found 447 instances of v1
Found 598 instances of v2
Found 178 instances of v3

Found 339 instances of adj

Found 49 instances of adv

Found 25 instances of prep
Found 16 instances of loc

Found 158 instances of c